
WESS SLT Meeting Minutes 

 

Date:   February 10, 2016, 4:00 – 5:00 PM 

Attendees:  Jessica Jenkins (JJ), Mary Kane (MK), Debra Belena (DB), Stephanie Fields (SF), Christina 

DiPasquale (CD), Alison Morpurgo-Cotter (AM), Ellyn Peschitz (EP), John Curullo (JC), 

Michele Balsam (MB), Jennifer Carter-Campbell (JCC) 

 

 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM JANUARY AND NOVEMBER MEETINGS 

 The group approved the February 3 meetings minutes. 

 

Old Business 

 The group discussed Black History month and how this was being supported in lessons and 

schoolwide vis a vis Me-We model and an integrated approach to all multi-cultural topics 

relevant to our community and world at large. 

New Business 

PRINCIPAL'S REPORT (JJ) 

 JJ explained the rationale behind morning sessions for Individual math tutoring, because it 

requires math teachers. There will be additional tutoring offered in the afternoon on an as 

needed basis. 

 JJ explained the selection process for Saturday Academy test prep, by invitation for students 

needing additional attention 

 JJ explained the new approach to Electives this semester. Students will be assigned 

 JJ discussed her pov on sending teachers to score tests. Doesn’t want to pay the fees associated 

with not sending teachers and doesn’t want to give up teachers to scoring, would rather have 

them in the classrooms teaching. 

PARENT REPORT 

 Parents concerned about the weight of students’ backpacks. JJ and teachers committed to find 

solutions to reduce weight. Will hold backpack organization sessions in crew. Each individual 

teacher will also build structures in classroom and provide information on what materials need 

to be with student class and what can be stored in the SAN and what can be stored at home; will 

assign folders for each subject and/or thinner binders to eliminate the need to carry the large 

binder. 

 



 Discussed the need to provide some guidance on Chrome book organization as well. Many 

students are dealing with creating and storing work on the computer for the first time and they 

need some systems and habits of work support. There is a learning curve this year as they 

adjust. 

 

 JJ communicated DOE decision on swimming at the rec center – the DOE does not allow school 

sponsored swim programs 

 

 JJ answered question about Regents Exams. We will have them in the 8th grade. 

 

 

The meeting adjourned. 

 

  


